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ABSTRACT 
Incomplete point factorizations are analyzed regarding their parallelism and the 
norm of the error matrix, and the relation between the two. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent article [5] Duff and Meurant report a great number of 
numerical tests on the convergence behavior of the conjugate gradient 
method for symmetric systems using various ordering strategies for unmodi- 
fled pointwise incomplete factorization preconditioners without fill-in of a 
central difference matrix. Their interest was in examining the relation 
between the suitability of such preconditioners for parallel computers and 
the speed of convergence measured purely in numbers of iterations. An 
outcome of these tests was that there seems to be an inverse relation 
between parallelism and convergence speed. While in a qualitative sense 
such a relation is a direct corollary of the ellipticity of the differential 
equations involved, it is still worthwhile to analyze various points involved. 
This paper will address the following issues. 
First of all, for an anisotropic constant coefficient problem all unmodified 
incomplete no-fill factorizations can be split into two categories, in each of 
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which the infinity norm of the error matrix is constant. Through the condition 
number of the preconditioned system the norm of the error can provide an 
upper bound for the number of iterations of the iterative method. In Section 
2 the calculation of the actual value of this norm is given for some example 
incomplete factorizations, and a lower bound for the ratio between the norms 
for the natural ordering and the red-black factorization is given. 
Next, in Section 3 a characterization of both categories of factorizations is 
given, and the maximal amount of parallelism is analyzed for the class giving 
low values for the norm of the error. In order to describe the factorizations 
giving a low error, the “generalized natural ordering” is introduced. This 
section also gives a bound on the parallelism gained by excluding a certain 
number of points from a generalized natural ordering. 
As the analysis so far is based on the infinity norm, one might ask if there 
exist distinct convergence phenomena that are indistinguishable for this 
norm (or the other way around), and if more appropriate norms for such 
cases can be given. In Section 4 this point is addressed. The results here are 
negative: on the one hand there exist factorizations that are indistinguishable 
in both infinity and Euclidian norm, but for which the numbers of iterations 
differ significantly; on the other hand there exist preconditioners that give a 
large norm for the error, but that converge in about the same number of 
iterations as the natural ordering preconditioner. Such factorizations, how- 
ever, are borderline cases without practical interest. 
2. ORDERINGS AND FILL-IN 
Determination of the number of iterations of a conjugate gradient method 
is in general difficult. One bound is provided (see for instance [l]) by the 
condition number K of the iteration matrix, which for regular splittings can 
be estimated (see for instance [2]) by 
K G 1+211A-111 IIRII, 
where A is the coefficient matrix, and R the error of the incomplete 
factorization. Although this argument only concerns upper bounds, it gives in 
general a good qualitative indication of the performance of the method. 
The determination of the size of the fill-in generated by an ordering 
strategy is therefore an important component of the analysis of that strategy. 
We will first consider some examples of typical ordering strategies and 
analyze their fill-in on constant coefficient problems. At the end of this 
section, in Theorem 3, bounds for the fill-in in general variable coefficient 
problems will then be given. 
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2.1. Some Examples 
Let us consider some typical incomplete point factorizations for the 
constant coefficient problem, the pivots they generate, and the size of the 
fill-in occurring. 
The model differential equation is 
- au,, -hyy=fr 
which gives a difference molecule 
-b 
-a 2(a+b) -a 
-b 
and we will assume a rectangular domain of n X m points. The coefficient 
matrix K is then of dimension nm with 
k,,=2(a+b), ki,i+l=-aa, ki,i+n = - b. 
We will be interested in the pivots that arise during the factorization; these 
will be denoted xi. Initially, all pivots are equal to the diagonal elements: 
In order to be able to compare quantities it will be useful to normalize the 
equation to max(a, b) = 1, but this will not be used explicitly in the calcula- 
tions. 
Natural Ordering 
In a factorization that proceeds by row, each eliminated pivot xi gener- 
ally influences two future pivots: 
xi+l + %i+l 
- a2xY1 
2 
and 
Xi+n +- Xi+” - b2Xr-’ t 
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Conversely, we can say that a pivot xi is generated by the equation 
Both inside each row and over the rows the pivot sequence i H xi converges 
rapidly, decreasing; the limit pivot is the solution of a limit equation 
x=2(a+b)-(a2+b”)x-1, 
that is, 
x=a+b+&&. 
By eliminating point i, fill-in elements are generated of size 
ki,i+lki,i+n 
= abx,‘, 
*i 
occurring in locations (i + 1, i + n) and (i + n, i + 1) of the matrix. The error 
matrix, then, has in general only two elements per row, except for elements 
along two sides of the boundary, where no fill-in occurs. 
The size of the fill-in elements in this type of factorization converges, 
increasing, to 
_1 _ a2b + ab2 - ab&Z 
abx - 
a2+b” . 
If either a < b or b -=K a, the fill-in is of the order of the smallest coefficient. 
Full Red-Black 
In a red-black factorization there is essentially only one elimination step, 
so all pivots are equal: 
xi=x=2(a+b). 
Eliminating one pivot generates six fill-in elements in general, making the 
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row sum of the error matrix 
a2+b2+4ab 
2(a+b) ’ 
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With normalized coefficients, this row sum is of order 1; with one coefficient 
going to infinity it increases proportionally to that constant (proportionality 
constant i). Thus this factorization is sensitive to anisotropy in all directions. 
Line Red-Black 
Instead of eliminating all of the red points of the domain in one step, it is 
possible to proceed in a linewise manner, eliminating first the red, then the 
black points of one line before tackling the next line. 
Supposing that xij is a pivot corresponding to a red point, eliminating 
this pivot influences its neighbors x~+~,~ and x~_~,~ on the same line, and 
“i,j+l on the next line: 
Xi+l +- - 
xi_l,j + xi_l,j - a”x,‘, 
“i,j+l 
2 -1 
+xi j+l-b xi , 
and all three neighbors are black points. Elimination of a black point xii then 
influences only one point on the next line: 
“i,j+l + xi j+l - b2x;‘, 
which is a red point. 
Collecting the above four relations gives us a coupled system for the limit 
pivots x of the red points eliminated first, and the limit pivots y for the black 
points eliminated subsequently: 
x = 2( a + b) - a2y-‘, 
As the fill-in 
( b2 +2ab)x-’ 
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doesn’t depend on y, we solve only for x: 
b” b4 
r=a+b+ 
2(u + b) 4(a+b)” ’ 
which gives row sums in the error matrix of 
a2 +2b2 
This fill-in is direction-dependent: in the case that a = 1 and b 10 it is 
essentially proportional to b, but if b = 1 and a JO, it stays of order 1. Thus 
this method will perform badly for strong anisotropy with a weak coupling in 
the y-direction, but it will perform well if the x-direction is weakly coupled. 
Sawtooth Red-Black 
There is a second way to do red-black by columns, namely, imposing the 
same ordering on each column. Thus the lines are either completely red or 
completely black. This was proposed by David Young as a wavefront method: 
after eliminating the red points of the first line, sawtooth-shaped wavefronts 
of uncoupled unknowns can be formed (Figure 1). A vector processor will 
then have equal vector length on all wavefronts but one, a situation normally 
not encountered in wavefront techniques, and very favorable from the point 
of view of actual computer implementation. 
Again we obtain two coupled recurrences: 
x = 2(u + b) - u’x-~, 
y=2(a+ b)-a*y-‘-2b”x-‘. 
Fill-in is only caused by elimination of the red points: the row sums of the 
error matrix will be 
2( b2 + ub)x-‘. 
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elimination order 
FIG 1 
For the limit pivot we find 
x=a+b+d2ab+b”, 
so the fill-in behaves essentially the same as for the previous type of 
red-black ordering. 
Note that we consider here only “nonmodified” factorizations (see for 
instance [l] and [2] for modified factorizations), as the combination of 
decoupling and modification easily leads to zero pivots. In [5] this led to 
divergent methods. 
2.2. Qualitative Comparison of Sequential and Red-Black Orderings 
Let us compare the sequential and the full red-black orderings. The 
red-black ordering gives fill-in of a bigger size, so we determine a constant 
K, depending on a and b, such that 
ll%llm a KIIRseqllm. 
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From the formulas for the fill-in given above, we derive the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The error for the red black factorization 
factor 
is bigger by a 
K=f(l+f)(l+;) 
than that for a factorization based on sequential ordering. 
Thus the red/black ordering will give large fill-in for strong anisotropy, 
regardless of the direction. In fact, we can analyze fill-in regardless of the 
elimination strategy. For this we need a simple lemma. 
LEMMAS. Let M be a (nonstrictly) diagonally dominant M-matrix, let S 
be the Schur complement with respect to certain variables, and let 9 be 
obtained by zeroing certain fill-in elements in S. Then 9 is diagonally 
dominant. 
Proof. Let M be partitioned 
where A is of the dimension of S, and let u be the vector with all 
components 1, partitioned accordingly. Then Mu > 0 (for general M-matrices 
more general positive vector exists). We have 
Au,+Cu,>O and Bul+C’u2>0. 
Noting that C 6 0, the second inequality implies CU, < - CB-‘Ctu,, so we 
find that 
Su, = (A - CB-‘Ct)u, > Au, + Cur 2 0. 
This shows that a Schur complement is at least as diagonally dominant as the 
corresponding rows of the original matrix. 
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Since all fill-in elements in the factorization of an M-matrix are negative, 
discarding a number of these (which is done in deriving 9 from S) will 
make the resulting matrix even more diagonally dominant. n 
We can now give estimates for the size of fill-in generated by eliminating 
a certain point, depending only on the location of the uneliminated neighbors 
of that node. 
THEOREM 3. Consider any unmodgied incomplete point factorization of 
the coefficient matrix K of a central difference discretization of the general 
self-adjoint elliptic differential equation 
-(a(x,y)u,), -(b(x,y)uB)y=fP 
and define for any point i of the domain the minimum and maximum 
coefficients in the horizontal and vertical directions, 
a$+)= max{ - ki,i+l, - A+_,}, a(-)= min{ - ki,i+l, - II,,~__,), 
bi+)= ma.x{ - ki i+n, - ki,i_-n}, b,!-)= min{ - ki,i+n, - ki,+,). 
Then 
(a) eliminating a point, numbered i, with at least one uneliminated 
neighbor in both directions will generate a fill-in element f of size 
a(+‘b!+’ t 1 
a$-)+ a$+)+ bt-)+ bi+” a$-)+ b,!-) ’ 
1 
(b) eliminating a point, numbered i, with two uneliminated neighbors in 
the vertical direction will generate a fill-in element f of size 
f= 
b,!-‘b;+’ bi-lb,!+’ 
a!-,+a!+)+b!-)+b,!+)‘bi-)+bi+) ’ 
I 1 t I 
(c) eliminating a point, numbered i, with two uneliminated neighbors in 
the horizontal direction will generate a fill-in element f of size 
&)a!+) a(-)a 
f= 
I 1 1 
I 
a$-)+ a$+)+ b,!-)+ bi(+)’ a(-)+ a$+) ’ 
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Proof. The lower bounds follow from the fact that the diagonal element 
is initially equal to a!-’ + a!+) + b!-’ + b!+‘, and during the factorization it 
cannot increase, so this is an uppef bound to the pivot. 
The upper bounds for the fill-in elements follow from the preceding 
lemma. After any number of (incomplete) elimination steps the resulting 
Schur complement is at least as diagonally dominant as the corresponding 
rows in the original matrix. For an M-matrix this means that all rows of the 
Schur complement have nonnegative row sums. If a node has, at a certain 
stage of the factorization, one uneliminated neighbor in each direction, this 
argument implies that the diagonal element of the corresponding row is at 
least of size a(-’ + b,‘-‘. n 
3. GENERALIZED NATURAL ORDERINGS 
On the basis of the results of the previous section, a distinction can be 
made between two types of ordering strategies for incomplete factorization 
preconditioners. Orderings of the first type contain points that are eliminated 
before both their neighbors in one direction are eliminated; in orderings of 
the second type a point is only eliminated if in both directions at least one of 
its neighbors has been eliminated. In this section the latter kind will be 
formalized. First some notation and definitions. 
DEFINITION 4. Let ul and vs be two nodes in the domain. We impose a 
total ordering 
u,<u, - vi has a lower number than v2 , 
and we say that two nodes are connected, denoted 
if they are on the same mesh line and on adjacent mesh columns, or the other 
way around. 
DEFINITION 5. An ordering strategy is a numbering of the nodes in a 
domain, such that elimination will take place in the order of the numbering. 
Parallelism of the ordering derives solely from the fact that a series of 
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consecutively numbered nodes vi * . . vi+k are not connected. Such nodes can 
be processed in parallel. 
If two nodes are connected, the one with the lower number influences 
the size of the pivot in the higher numbered one. Thus it is useful to look at 
the set of all nodes that influence a given node. 
DEFINITION 6. We define the injluence range of a node v as 
thus the influence range is the set of nodes that influence the size of the 
pivot in node v. 
The sequence of nodes connecting v and v’ in this definition is called an 
“increasing path” in [3]. 
Next a formalization is needed of ordering strategies that don’t eliminate 
a point that lies in between two uneliminated points. 
DEFINITION 7. A node is said to be naturally ordered if it doesn’t have 
two neighbors in one direction that both have a higher number. A domain is 
called generalized naturally ordered if all nodes are naturally ordered. 
REMARK 8. The notion of generalized naturally ordered domains was 
arrived at independently in [4]. 
The following characterization of generalized naturally ordered domains 
holds: 
THEOREM 9. A domain is generalized naturally ordered if and only if in 
all rows and columns the nodes are numbered either monotonically increasing 
or decreasing, or increasing till a certain node, and then decreasing. 
Proof. Suppose a domain is generalized naturally ordered. Then any 
node can have in some direction at most one neighbor with a higher number. 
The stated behavior of the rows and columns follows. 
Conversely, suppose a node v is not naturally ordered, but it has at least 
one horizontal neighbor with a lower number. Then by necessity its neigh- 
bors in the vertical direction must both have higher numbers. Therefore the 
column on which v lies does not satisfy the description. n 
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3.1. Examples of Generalized Natural Orderings 
Let us consider some ordering strategies for a square domain of n X n 
points that are generalized natural orderings. 
The natural ordering 
1 2 3 
n+l n+2 n+3 
n2-ifl n2-n+2 n2-if3 
and the ordering by diagonals 
1 3 6 ... 
2 5 . . 
. . . 
. . . 2: 
. . . i2 
4 . . . . 
. 
are examples of generalized natural orderings. They are even equivalent in 
the sense that the dependencies between the nodes are exactly the same: 
they are generated by the same dependency graph (see [4]). However, the 
ordering by diagonals can be processed in parallel: the nodes on each 
diagonal are uncoupled, and can thus be eliminated or solved in parallel. 
An even larger amount of parallelism is found if an ordering by diagonals 
starts in all four comers of a square: 
1 6 ... 7 2 
5 . . . 8 
9 : 12 
3 io ... 11’ 4 
This is called the “van der Vorst 2” ordering in [5]. In the first n/2 steps 
this ordering is four times as parallel as the simple ordering by diagonals. 
Another example of a generalized natural ordering is the spiral ordering. 
Beauwens’s “S/P consistent orderings” (see [3]) are also generalized 
natural orderings when applied to domains with central difference stencils. 
An inclusion the other way around does not hold. 
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3.2. Parallelism of Generalized Natural Orderings 
With the characterization of generalized natural orderings above, a lower 
bound on the number of elements in Z(Y) can be given. 
LEMMA 10. Zf a node has minimal distance x and y to the sides and 
top/ bottom of the domain, the number of elements in Z(V) is at least xy/2 if 
the boundary of the domain is convex, or xy if the domain is rectangular. 
Proof. Remark that for any node v all neighbors on either the left or the 
right side in the same row have lower numbers; for each of these neighbors it 
holds that in their column either all points above or all below have lower 
numbers. This gives the stated bound on the number of elements. H 
The amount of parallelism for naturally ordered convex domains can also 
be estimated now. 
THEOREM 11. The maximum amount of parallelism, defined as the 
number of uncoupled nodes at any one time, in a convex naturally ordered 
domain is at most twice the maximum of the width and height of the domain. 
Proof. From the characterization of the numbering in rows and columns 
of the domain it follows that at any given time in the elimination process 
there are in any row or column at most two points to be eliminated. There is 
only one if in a row or column the highest node number appears adjacent to 
the boundary; there are two otherwise. n 
The ordering proceeding from four corners, given above, reaches this 
maximum parallelism at the point when the four diagonals touch each other. 
After that, the parallelism gradually decreases. 
A mirror theorem to the above can also be formulated, bounding the 
minimum sequential time needed for any ordering strategy, given the 
geometry of the domain. 
THEOREM 12. Given a domain with an orthogonal grid, the minimum 
number of parallel steps needed to traverse any ordering is at least half the 
length of the longest horizontal or vertical line contained in the domain. 
Proof. The fastest way of processing the nodes on the line is by having 
an ordering that has a maximum on the middle node of the line. n 
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3.3. The Connection with SSOR Theory 
The above discussion of generalized natural orderings brings to mind a 
phenomenon in SSOR theory. In order to ensure that an SSOR method 
[S]-or an SSOR preconditioner in a conjugate gradient method [l]-will 
achieve an order reduction in the number of iterations, it is sufficient that 
where L = L, Di ’ and U = DilUA are the normalized lower and upper 
triangles of the coefficient matrix A = DA - L, - VA. It is easily seen that for 
the natural ordering on the Poisson problem, 
More generally, this estimate holds for any ordering such that a point has 
two neighbors with higher and two with lower numbers. Let us call such an 
ordering a balanced ordering. Although there is a close resemblance be- 
tween balanced orderings and generalized natural orderings, the following 
negative result holds. 
THEOREM 13. There is no inclusion either way between balanced order- 
ings and generalized natural orderings. 
Proof. The spiral ordering [5] is an example of a generalized natural 
ordering that is not balanced. 
It is more difficult to construct a balanced ordering that contains points 
that are not generalized naturally ordered. A small example is 
1 2 8 
7 5 6, 
9 4 3 
and the principle behind this example can be extended to domains of 
arbitrary sizes, containing one not naturally ordered point. q 
However, with an extra condition we have a one-way inclusion (given 
without proof): 
THEOREM 14. A balanced ordering that is consistent (see [6]) is a 
generalized natural ordering. 
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4. ORDERINGS THAT ARE PARTIALLY NOT 
NATURALLY ORDERED 
The question arises how much extra parallelism can be created by 
introducing a number of points that are not naturally ordered. Recall that a 
generalized natural ordering has at most O(h-‘) parallelism, whereas a red 
black ordering may have O(h-a). However, as introducing not naturally 
ordered points may lead to a far greater error, it is of interest to find a 
relation between speed of convergence and the number of points that are 
eliminated “too early.” 
First consider the amount of parallelism that can be gained. For the next 
theorem it is convenient to consider the boundary of the domain to be not 
naturally ordered. 
THEOREM 15. If a (generalized) naturally ordered domain is reordered 
in such a way that the points that are not naturally ordered are contained in a 
box x nodes wide and y nodes high, the number of points that can be 
eliminated earlier than in the natural ordering is at most xy. 
Proof. With eliminated points contained in a box, no points outside that 
box can be eliminated. n 
Note that if the eliminated points connect to the boundary, this enables 
early elimination of a number of points O(h-‘1. 
Consider now the question of how the number of iterations depends on 
the number of not naturally ordered points. Simple bounds for the number of 
iterations exist, based on the condition number K = A,,, /Amin, which itself 
can be estimated for regular splittings by 
where A is the coefficient matrix, and R = A - C is the error between the 
coefficient matrix and the preconditioner C. The norm can be any associated 
norm. 
By way of example the model problem 
-lOOOu,, - uyy = 0 on Q=(O,l)’ 
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was investigated using preconditioners C@’ using the following ordering 
strategy: 
(1) Choose some integer k < n. 
(2) Eliminate sequentially the nodes (i, rr /2) for i = 1,. . , k. 
(3) Then eliminate the remaining nodes according to a generalized natural 
ordering with maximal parallelism. 
For k = 2 such an ordering looks like 
3 4 5 a*. 5 4 3 1 3 4 5 a.. 5 4 3 
4 5 5 4 2 4 5 5 4 
5 5 
5 5 
4 5 5 4 
345 . . . . . . . . . 5 4 3 
where points that can be eliminated in parallel have the same number. 
For k = 0 this is the natural ordering, while for k = n it is a one-way 
dissection ordering. The latter has twice as much inherent parallelism (after 
sequential elimination of the dividing line), but it may take more than twice 
the number of iterations; see the test below. 
Computations like those in Section 2 show that for the error matrices Pk’ 
corresponding to the incomplete factorizations Cck’ the following bounds 
hold: 
IIR(“)ll, =G 1; k 2 1 =j IIR’k’II, > 500. 
Therefore the infinity norm is only able to distinguish between the value 
k = 0 and all larger values of k, but not between the larger values them- 
selves. 
Also, the error matrices are block matrices, each block corresponding 
roughly to one diagonal line in the domain. For values of k greater than zero, 
the large fill-in elements are confined to one (plus its transpose) per block, so 
the Euclidian norm II* II2 is likewise unable to distinguish between values of 
k greater than 0. 
These orderings have been tested on the above differential equation; the 
starting vector was the zero vector, and the conjugate gradient method halted 
when the residual was reduced by 10P5. 
From the numbers of iterations given in Table 1, it appears that, among 
the preconditioners with k > 0, there is a marked difference between the 
k = 1 factorization and all others. Such a difference does not follow from 
estimates based on norms of the error above. 
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TABLE 1 
NUMBERS OF ITERATIONS FOR VALUES OF k 
IN THE C@’ PRECONDITIONER WITH h- ’ = 101 
k No. of iterations 
0 15 
1 16 
2 26 
5 30 
25 46 
50 46 
90 40 
100 36 
Further tests with factorizations using small numbers of not naturally 
ordered points lead to the following observations: 
(1) It is of no importance that the points eliminated early are adjacent to 
the boundary; placing them in the middle of the domain leads to the same 
number of iterations. 
(2) The jump betw een the values for k = 1 and k = 2 is largely due to 
the fact that the second point is connected to the first; eliminating two 
well-separated points will give, for the above problem, an iteration count of 
17-19. 
(3) The fact that the points eliminated early are on the middle line of the 
domain does not matter; placing them anywhere else, or placing the well- 
separated points of (2) above on two different lines, will give an iteration 
count that differs by 1 or 2 at most. 
From (2) above, and further tests along the same line, it can be deduced that 
there is a gliding scale of factorizations giving numbers in between those for 
the natural ordering and those for the one-way dissection (indeed, for 
k = h-‘/2 even more than that). These factorizations, however, offer hardly 
any increase in parallelism, so no useful ordering strategy can be based on 
them. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Different ordering strategies for incomplete factorizations may give widely 
different numbers of iterations for the conjugate gradient method. In this 
paper the notion of generalized natural ordering was introduced, which 
explains such behavior qualitatively to a large extent. The parallelism of 
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factorizations based on generalized naturally ordered domains has been 
analyzed. 
Finally, numerical tests show that there exist factorizations based on a 
domain that is not naturally ordered, but converging as fast as if the domain 
had been naturally ordered. Such factorizations, however, are borderline 
cases in which the increase in parallelism is marginal. 
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